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ABSTRACT. 1’ho jjtipor Huggests a moUiotl of i(lontirifrtl;ion of toinl or par(>ial Hym- 
mel-ry o f a HwiU'liing function Imaod on tho applicai ion of the principle of residue tost. The 
invnrianco of a switching fim ctnin under a single ponniitatioii of two vurnibles can bo readily 
detected from a knowledge ol the oqviality oi some of tho rosidueH of expansion about those 
two variables. This procedure ol identifying invariance under a single interchange of two 
variables is then directly exi-ended and applied for the identification of total or p ar­
tia l symmetry of a switching (unction, l.he variables of sym m etiy of which m ay be either idl 
nnprimod, all primed or o f m ixed nature The method olnims tho additional advantiigo ol 
giving all tho rolovant inrojinations regarding the various ultornnl.ive reprosenlntions of syrn- 
m etnes of a switching function with the cori osponding a-niunbers
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I N T R O  D U C ^ T I O N
A RAvitehiiig fiinotioij of « variables whinli miglit be either all unprinied, 
all primed or mixed is said to possess total symmetry in these variables if any 
iiiLertdiange of the vaiiablcs Icitvcs the function identically tlie same, i e., invariant-. 
A switching function which re-inaiiis invariant under any interchange of variables 
which also might be all unpriined, all primed or mixed, belonging to a subset of 
the set of 71 variables is said to exhibit partial symmetry in these variables of the 
subset Importance of detection and recognition of total or partial symmetry 
associated with a switching furuition lies in the method of special economical 
synthesis procedure for the realisation of such functions (Shannon, 1938 and 
1949; Washburn, 1949, Keister, Kitchic and Washburn, 1951; G Epstein, 1958).
Methods have been suggested by several authors for tho detection of total 
symmetries of switching functions (Caldwell, 1954; Marcus, 1956; McCluskey, 
Jr ., 1956; T. Singer, 1957; Choudhury and Basu, 1962; Mukhopadhay, 1962). 
The method described by Caldwell consists in detecting and recognising total 
symmetry of switching functions by observing certain dehnite patterns in an 
extended Karnaugh map (Veitch, 1952; Karnaugh, 1953). The ehiof disadvan­
tage of this method is that for functions of variables exceeding four, the recogni­
tion of symmetries becomes quite difficult. The methods of detection as suggested 
by Marcus and McCluskey can be applied to switching functions of any number
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of variables. B ii i  these metliods do not give any suggestion as to the various 
alternative forms of representation of symmetries with the coiTosponfling 
fi-numbeis of a given switching funetion. iSingei- suggested the use of a set 
of docomposition charts (or ‘^syminetry charts” as he (3alled them) for the 
detection of total or partial symmetry of switching functions under all permuta­
tions of switching variables.
This detection of invariant patterns on the decomposition charts as suggested 
by kSingcr is analogous to the recognition of the properties of the residues 
of expansion of the given switching function about the row variables or 
' colimin vaiiables. The invariance of a switching function under a single inter­
change of two variables is readily detected from the equality of the definite groups 
of residues of expansion about these two variables. The xiurpose of the present 
paper is to suggest and develop a method based on the residue test of Boolean 
functions liy numerical methods (Mullin and Kellner, 1955) for the detection 
of all types of symmetries of switching functions. To detect total symmetry 
we require only comparison of residues of expansion associated with n expan­
sions. These exjiansions will also give us all the alternative forms of re­
presentation of symmetries of the function wiLh the corresponding a-mimbcrs. 
By utilising this princijile of expansion and comparison of the residues of expansion 
for equality by numerical methods, the partial symnietry of a switching function 
with respect to the variables which might bo all unprimed, all primed or mixed, 
can also be detected. Alternative representations of partial symmetries, if any, 
can be found out by this same inethofl.
I N V A R I A N C E  O F  A S W I T C H I N C  F U N C T I O N  U N D E R  
A S I N G L E  T N T  ] CR C H A N G E  O F  T W O  V A R I A B L E S
Any switching function F{Xn-i, a;„_2, .... x^ ) of n binaiy variables Xn_i,
Xq, when expanded about any two variables, let us say, and can be 
written as
1> n^—2’ o^) ~  ^ t i - i  M-2 -Sfh
 ^ *n—2 n—l  ^w-2  -^ 3 ■ ■ ■ ( )^
where Ri, and R  ^ arc the residual funetions of expansions of (n—2 ) 
variables, not including x„_-^  and
From equation (1) it is seen that for the function F{Xn-i, aJn~2» a^ o) to rrmain 
invariant under different permutation and negation operations of the two variables 
Xfi- 1  and the following conditions must be satisfied :
(i) When both the variables and £c„_2 are unprimed, for invariance
under single permutation, R  ^ — R^ ^
(ii) When both the variables x .^-i and are primed, for invariance
under single permutation,
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(iii) Wlien one ol the vaiiiibles ia primert and the oUiev nnprimocl, that is, 
wlien ia primed and x,,_  ^ is iinprimed or is miprimed and .r„_3 is primed, 
tlion for mvarianco under peimutation, ^  i.e , all the four
residues of expansion are identical. When this last condition is satishod, it is 
implied that conditions (i) and (n) are neiiessarily satisfied, and .r„_] and 
can be eliminated from the expression of the fumdion.
Therefore in order to detect tlie invariance of a sv'itching function under a 
single interchange of two variables (tlio variables being either both primed, both 
unprimed or mixed) we need only expand the function about these two variables 
and comjiare the different residues of expansion for equality. This expansion 
and subsequent comparison of the residues of expansion to detect invariance can 
be done very elfectivelj'^ by utilising the method of residue test as applied to Boolean 
functions expressed in decimal mode.
When the residue test is applied to a transmission function expressed as a 
standard sum it is merely necessary to carry out a process of factoring in order tit 
find the residues Taking a function F  — (a'';,r;2ir'ja'uH- j
-| to apply the residue tests to the x,^  variable, we may perforin the ex-
jiaiisioii by factoring out and to obtain F  - -  |
In order to evaluate the residues of expansion about any vai'iablc of a given 
switching luiKjtion by numerical methods, we are to kno^v for the given binary 
digit position in the binary numbei representation of the function Avliether the 
digit IS a zero oi an one, corresponding to the primed and unprimed literal in the 
algeliraic exiiression and then to group the terms to form ‘d ” residue and “0” 
residue.
This (!aii be done very easily if we note that as in a decimal number shifting 
of dec-imal iioint one digit position to the left is equivalent to dividing the number 
by 10 , so also shifting of binary point one digit position to the left is equivalent to 
the division of the binary nimiber by 2 Taking a binary number 111101 whose 
decimal equivalent is 61 and which might bo thought to I'cjiresent one of the terms 
in a standard sum expression of a given switching function, if we now want to 
know whether the third digit from the lelt in this particular binary number is 
a 0 or an 1 , without actually writing the same but from a knowledge of its 
decimal counterpart, v'hat wo should do in fact is as follows (Mullin and 
Kellner, 1955).
L et us take the binary number 111101 and putting a binary point after the 
third digit from the left, vTite it as 1 1 1 .1 0 1 , decimal equivalent of which is
2 2 + 2 1 + 2 » + 2 - i -|”2-3 -  4+2H  H-1/2H-1/8 =  7| (2)
Thus we see that by putting the binary point at the position mentioned, we have 
practically divided the original binary number by 2 ® or its equivalent decimal
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value 61 by S. Diacardiug all the binary rligitfi to the right of the binary point 
v^e iK)\v obtain 1 1 1  Avhich is equivalent to the deeimal number 7 , an integer which 
can bo obtained independently from the number 7  ^ by discarding the fractional 
yiart 5/S. This integral part of the deijimal quotient 7| i)r 7 is an odd nunibor, 
a fac;t which goes to imply that the right hand digit of its binary equivalent (1 1 1 ) 
is unity. If the whole number part of the quotient had been even, the digit at 
the extieine right of the equivalent binary number would have been zero.
From this analysis, the general procedure for identilying a primed or an 
unprimed literal in a tcim of the standard sum expression (which is the same as 
to know whether the digit which represents it in the equivalent binary form is a 
0 or an 1) of a switching function may ho stated thus : We should divide the binary 
number ccjuivalont- of the term by that power of 2  which places the binary point 
to the right of the digii- whose identity is to be disclosed, an operation which is 
th(? same as to divide tke decimal counterpart of the same binary number by that 
same power of 2  and to note whether the integral part of the decimal cpiotient 
obtained thereby is an even or an odd integer, an even integer denoting a yiriuied 
and an odd integer an unpriiued literal.
Example : '
To illnsirate the primuple, let us take an examyile
F{x^, a:,, a^ o) =  ^(4, 6 , 8 , 1 2 ) (3)
To ayiply t-he residue test to the a^g variable wo see th a t in the binary numb“r 
representation of the function, the binary yioint should be shifted two digit yiosi- 
tions to the left which requires th a t its decimal countcTpaTt he divided by 4. 
Thus dividing by 4, the resulte obtained for different terms of the transmission 
ni'ft ■
-  1 +  , odd ; ^ H  
4 4
e 19
odd; — 2 + , even; and =  3-f-, odd. 
4 4
Hence Ihe residues cau bo written by grouping the decimal numhoi's, as 
F{x^, a?2, a;,, a:,,) == 6 , 1 2 )-l-a;'2(8) (4)
Now considering the decimal integers 12 and 8, we note that for the number 12 
represented by the hinai y mimher 1100, the ajg litoral may he factored out by writing 
1 2 —>0:2(1 -  0 0 ) and for the number 8 represented by 10 0 0 , the literal may be 
taken out to indicate by writing 8 ->a:'2( l —0 0 ), thereby showing the x,^  and x\ 
residues to be identical.
This equality of the residues of expansion can also be shown directly if we 
note that the residues of the binary numbers 1100 and 1000 would also remain 
equal if we would replace the “0” in the x^  position of 1000 by “1” and expand 
both of them about the Xg literal. This replacement of “0” by “1” In the position
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of fOOO is identical with the iiddition of 2^  to tlie binary number 1000 or 4 to its 
equivalent decmnal mnnbor So in the expansion given by
F  — .r2(4, 6 , 1 2 )-|- ^'2(8)
Me get, by adding 4 to S, in place of .r'2(8), whicli gives an easy Avay of iden-
tilying whether tht  ^ lesidue is equal to or contained in tiic residue TJie 
presence of the same term 12  in both the and x'.^  residues proves that when 
IS factored oul of tlv  algcbi’air- or binary e(]uivalent of the number 12  and x\  
from th at of the tiuinlier 8(by addition of 4 to which wo obtain the seiiond 12  
in tins case) what remains in the bracket (J-00) is the same in both the cases.
By the Jipplication of the above principle, expansion about, any innnber of 
variables can be obtained, first expanding the function about one of the variables, 
then expanding the residues of first expansion about another variable and so on 
and lastly the residues can be modified by adding appropriate decimal numbers 
to the respective residue groups to test for equality.
Let us now apply this principle of expansion and comparison of resulne groups 
to test the invariance of a switching function under single permutation of two 
variables.
Example :
The sMutching function /'’(■Lc -^ ‘2’ '^ 'o) ^
invariant under the followdiig poriiiiitation and permutation and negation 
operations :
(a) (b) (c) ir3~ .r 0’
and (c) (f) w-lierc the sign means ‘interchanged with’ This
can be shown from the expansion of the function about the.se different iiairs of 
vaiiablcs and comparing the different residue groups as given below.
F  =  .^ 3(8 , 11, 1 2 , 15)+ir'3(l, 2, 5, fi)
-  .^ 3:1:1(1 1 , 15)4  a^3.T\(8, l2Hx'.,Xi{2, 6) + < t ir'i(i, 5).
On modifi-cation, the different residue groups become
15), .'T3a;\(10,14), a;'aa;i(10, 14), a^ '3a^ 4(U, 15)
vvhich shows that the ro.sidual functions associated with x.^ x  ^ and ,r.j .r^  are equal 
(i.e., == R 2) those associated with and x gX,  ^ (i.e,, J2o =  -Ra)-
This means that the function possesses invariance loi'
(a) x ^ X i  and (b) x'. '^--'x\.
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Similarly, expanding the function about and and modifying the residue 
groups give
0:33:0(1 1 , 15), a;3a:'o(9, 13), a:'3a:o(9, 13), a:'3a:'o(ll, 16) 
and a:^Xo(ll, 15), XiO:'o(3, 7), o:',a:'o(ll, 15)
■\vhicli Hhov^  that the function is invariant for (c) and (d) a;'3->-«3:'o, and (0)
(0  O' shall next discuss some further properties associated
with the equality of the residual functions of expansnm The total or partiiil 
symmetry of switching functions will be detected on the basis of these results.!
If in an n variable switching function .......a:o), expansion aboiitl
the ]iair of variables a:„ and comparison of the residual functions of expan-\
Sion show that ~  R.^ , it not only means that the function is invariant for ' 
permuted witli x„_2 but it also moans that alJ the functions derived from the 
given fiimition by applying (n -  2)> 2 ~^‘ transformations (negation and permutation 
operations associated Avith n ~ 2  variables) to the lemaining (n ~ 2 ) variables will 
also continue to remain invariant. This is because any transformation applied to 
these (n—2 ) variables will alter the residual functions identically so that Rj and 
R  ^ will still remain identical. The same will bo the case for pernTuted with' 
« -2  'V'^ hon R(j — R .^ Furtlior if in the oxjiansion of the switching function about 
and the residual functions Rj — R  ^ this also will not only mean that the 
function IK invariant for 2 but also the function derived from the given
function by priming both and 3:„_2 will continue tor emain invariant when
and this invariance is unaffected by the application of any trans­
formation to the set of (n —2) residual variables. Likewise, when the residual 
functions — Rg it also not only means that the function is invariant for 
~.r'n_a but also the function obtained from the given function by priming either 
‘^ 'n a also continue to remain invariant when or
a '„_2 as the (?ase may be, invariance being of course unaffected by any transfor­
mation applied to the grouji of (n -  2) residual variables (Mukhopadhyay, 1962). 
These I'esults may be summarised thus : ^
(i) I f R .^ R ^ ,
'^ 71-2> ■■■, 3;q) =  a:,i-i'^^n-2 ... (5)
and Xn_2, ... , Xq) ^  ^n-i'^^n- 2 ... (6)
Also F (x  n—i, X •.., Xff) =  X n-2 ... (7)
and x'„_2, . 3:0) ^  X «—2 ... (8)
00 11 R(f — R 3,
■f ^0) ~   ^ri-l'^^»~2 ... (9)
and 'J_F(x Xji_2, .. •j *^^0) ^  ^n-i'^^n-2 ' ... (10)
and also ■■ . -^ o^) -  (1 1 )
1 , ..., ;i;,) -3. ~  (1 2 )
where in the above
' =  ’ denotes invaviaiiee under tiansformivtion,
and 7^ denotes different functions obtained by applying; (a—2 )!2 “~^  transforma­
tions amongst the {n—2 ) residual variables.
D  E  T  E  CVr  I  O  N  O P  T  O  T  A  J .  H Y  M M  E  T  Li Y
To detect total syinmctry ol a switching lunction, it is not neiiessary to test 
invariance of the function under every int'^  vchange of two variables, it is sufficient 
to teat the invariance of the function for it interchanges ol tv o variables (for an 
n variable switching lunction) where the sets ol variables form a closed chain. 
F o t  example, if an n vai lable sivitidiing function F(.t„_j, .^ i,)
IS invariant under the permutations o?n-i ^  .... •^o'^-^h- i
then the function is also invariant for any intermediate permutation Xj,
{p /  q) anrl lienee totally symmetric because any intermediate permutation can 
be generated from the above sets of (iyclic permutations ((ffiatt.orjee, Uffi7 ). 
The aggregate of n expansions about the pairs of variables (x„ j, (-^ n-2>
( 1^ ) **'o)j called the sot of cyclic, expansions and will
be utilised to detect total symmetry associated ivitli a sAvitching function as illus- 
ti atod below.
ExampU ;
To show whether the five variable switching lunction given by
iKs, J'a, x^ )^ =- S(0, 1, 3, 4, 6 , 7, S ,10, 11, 14, 17, 20, 21,
2 3 ,2 4 ,2 5 ,2 7 ,2 8 ,3 0 ,3 1 ) ... (13)
possesses total symmetry.
Taking the function, it is cycHcaJly expanded. Wo have (1 ) from expansion 
about X4X3,
F  =  a;4(17, 20, 21, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 30, 31) [
^'4(0 , 1 ,3 ,4 , 6 , 7, 8 , 10,11,14)
a?4a:3(24, 25, 27, 28 ,30, 20, 2 1 ,23)d x> a (8 , 10, 11, 14)
d-2;'4x'3(0, 1, 3, 4, 6 , 7).
On modification, the above residues become
a:4a;3(24, 25, 27, 28, 30, 31), 28, 29. 31),
* '4X3(2 4 , 26, 27, 30), x>'3(24. 25, 27, 28, 30, 31)
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0
wherefrom it ajipears that Hq =
F ( x \ ,  x . ,^ Xi, Xo)  ^  x \  a:.,
and 1  ‘*^2. ^0) - '^4 ~  ^3
Also "^(3:4, aj'a, 3 2^, x^ , Xq) -  3:4 ~  x\
and t; F{x ,^ x'.^ , x.^ , 3;^ , a;„) 3.4 ^  x'^
(2 ) from expansion about
F  2S, 30, 31)H X33:'2(H, 10, 11,24, 25, 27)4 '^3‘*^ 2(^ > 6 , 7, 20, 21,23) \
H-.t'33:'2(0, 1,3,  17).
On modification, these residues become
Xa3;2(14, 28, 30, 31), x.;,x\,{V2, 14, 15, 28. 29, 31), F^x.(i2, 14, 15, 28, 29, 31),
3->'2(12, 13, 15, 29) 
whei e^from it appears that
Hence F{x. ,^ x^ . x^ , Xj, 3t„) =  ~  ■•■ (18)
and t; F{F^, x'^ , x ,^ .ri, x j  : h ^  ... (19)
(3) from expansion about 3?23:i,
F  -= X2Xi(6, 7, 14, 23, 30, 31) -|- X2x\{4:, 20, 21, 28)
-f x->i(3. 10, 11, 27)4-3:2Vj(0, 1, 8, 17, 24, 25).
Modifying the residues we have
' x^XjiG, 7, 14, 23, 30, 31), .r23:'i(6, 22, 23, 30),
xVci(7, 14, 15, 31), x V i(0 , V, 14, 23, 30, 31)
w^ hich shows that E q~K^.
.-. F{x'2, x ,^ x ,^ xg, 3:0) -= 3;'2 Xi (20)
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and F{X 2, x  j, x^, sjg, 3?q) =  (**1)
(22)
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(4) front expansion about
F  ^  a:,a:„(3, 7. II, 23, 27, 31) f 10 , 14. aO)+.r>o(l- I". :2I, 2 r>)
\-x\x\^ {0 . 4, 8 . 20, 24, 28).
On modification, these residues become
a;ia^ o(3, 7, IJ, 23, 27, 31), II, 15, 31), a*\.Co(3, 19, 23, 27),
a:>'o(3, 7, 11,23, 27,31) 
which shows that — R .^
T F{x'^, a-o, a^4, x^ ) i= . :r„
and '-J F{xi. .r^ , .Tg) =  x^  ~  .r'„
(5) and lastly from expansion about
F  -= ,r4.r„(17, 21,23, 25, 27, 31) -( X4a:'„(2 0 , 24, 28, 30) l-.rV'c„(l, 3, 7,11)
-h.rV«'o( .^ 4, 6 , 8 , 10, 14).
On morlification. wc have
:c4a;„(17, 21, 23, 25, 27, 31), ,rX„(21.25. 29, 31),
,r'4a:(,(17, 19, 23, 27), a;/a-,;(17. 21,23. 25, 27, 31) 
which shows that Rf, =  R .^
7  F{x\, Xq, a:a, .Tg, a-^ ) =  .r'4 a:,, ... (24)
and 7  F{x^. x\, a:.,, a-g, .r,) .^ 4 ~  ,r'„ ... (25)
Combining equations (17, (19), (20), (23), and (25) we have
F{x^, aj'g, x'2, ^1 , ^'0) 4^ '^  ‘^ 'a> ^'3 ^'2 and x'q --- x^
So the function is totally symmetric and the variables of symmetry arc x^ , x' ,^ ^2', 
Xi, x'q. a-numbers of the function can be found by vTiting the function in the 
Truth Table form and double negating the (solumns under x^ j, x^ , and x„. This 
matrix must have sufficient row sum occurrences, oth»»rwise the chain of cyclic 
permutations could not have been complete (M. P Marcus, 1956).
The above matrix shows that the function can be written as
'^ 2>3(*'4»  ^  ^2’ 1^’ * o)'
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TABLE 1
X4 Xa X.j Xi Xo X4 x'a x 'j Xi x'o Number of ones
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 »
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 2
0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 3
0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 3
0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 2
u 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2
0 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 3
0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 2
0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 2
1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 3
1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 3
1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 2
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 3
1 ] 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 3
1 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 2
1 1 0 1 1 1 0 ] 1 0 3
1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 2
1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 3
1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 2
Matio of the rminber of ones to  
number of zeros .
10 10 10 10 10 
10 10 10 10 10
Similarly, combining the sots of equations (15), (18), (21), (22) and (24) the funo- 
tion ran l>o identified as
43 3^’ ^2' 1’
To find the variables of symmetry associated with a symmetric switching function 
from the set of cyclic permutations and hence to find all the alternative represen­
tations of aymmotries of the given switching function, the general procedure may 
be outlined by taking the example of equation (13) and using the following sots of 
relations.
2 ?^  — i 
^
H q =  i?3 i  
Ra “  ^3 ^
► .r 4 x^ , ^  X
. ajg ~  a?2, x\ ^  .r'
► 2 ^2 ^
► x \  ~  Xn, X.  ~  x '>*'0» ‘*'1 
/ X^ , Xq "
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To start with, we shall take any literal, preferably one with the highest value of th(* 
subseript jo, both primed and uiifirimcd and then assoc.iato them vuth literals with 
which they are uonnectod by — ’ signs In the above case, ;r4 and x\ are connected 
with r '3 and resxiectivoly. Similarly, .i/., and are connected with x\ and Xa
(Jip 1 . Possible closed psths inHiculing possible variables of syimnefcrv-
respectively and so on we procieed until we end on the literals with which we 
started. The literals th at ocr.in in any closed ])ath will give a set ol variables 
of symmetry Thus, for the above exainple, there can be traced two and only 
t\i'o closed paths associated 'with the two possible rejn-eseiitatJons of the func­
tions as given earlier (h"ig. 1 ).
D E T E C T I O N  O F  P A K T I A D  H Y M M E T K Y
To doteid and identify partial symmetry of a switching function, we should 
look for the invariance of the function under any interchange of the variables 
belonging to a subset of the set of variables. The chain of cyclic permutations 
will be complete with these variables of the subset, the variables being either all 
iinprimed, or all primed or of mixed type Hence, in this case depending on the 
nature of the problem, complete set of expansions about two variables might 
be reepnred. f^et us take an example to illustrate the method
Exdmqilt .
Find the partial symmetry associated with the function
F{x^, x^ . X,) -  m  I  3, 4, fi, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15) (26)
Taking the function, sots of expansions are done. We have 
(1) from expansion about XnX2,
F  =  *,(9, 10, 12, 15)H-a;'3(0, 1,2, 4, 6 , 7)
=  x^x^iVI, 15)+a:.,a:'2(0, 10)-Ha:',3:.^(4, 6 , 7) +  . r > '2(0 , 1 ,3) .
The residues^ on modification, become
X3a;a(1 2 , 16), x x^'^  (13, 14), a:>j(l2, 14, 15) and .^>^12, 13, 15)
whioh fshowH that the residiioa are not equal.
Similarly, (ii) from expansion about jigrc, and on juoditying the residue /rroups, 
wo gel
15), x^x\{U, 14), x'^x^iU, 14, 15), 'c>S(IO, 11, 14) 
whi(jh also shows that the residues are not equal.
Likewise (lii) from expansion about x X^q and on modifying the residue groupsj 
w© get
rr.,.r„(9, 15), x,x'„(U, 13), 11, 15), x'^x\{9, 13, 15)
showing the residues to be unequal.
But by (iv) expanding the function about x^ x^  and modifying the residue gi’onps, 
we have
.r.^ a;,((i, 7. 15), ,r.^ .r'j(6 , 14), .r> ,(7 , 14), 7, 15)
which shows that i?„ —
2' **3!' o^) X 2 '^Xj ... (27)
and F(x2, x\, x ,^ ^o) =  ajg ^  x\ ... (28)
(v) expanding the function about criajQ and modifying the residue groups, we get
i^.To(3, 7, 15), XjX'o(7, 11), x\xo(:i. 11), »;'i:r'o(3, 7, 15) 
which shows that- i 2„ —
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F{x\, Xo, x^ ) -  x\ ~  Xq ... (29)
and F{x^, X Q, a^3, ajg) ^  x^  x q ... (30)
and (vi) lastly expanding about X2X0 and modifying, we have the residues 
^3X0(7 , 15), x^ x'oiS, 7, 13), x'^ XoiG, 7, 13), x'^ x'^ iS, 15) 
which shows that — B.j.
F (x,2, x ,^ 3"a, Xi) ~ X 2 ^ X ^
and F{x\, x\, x^ , aJj) =  x\
(31)
(32)
From the above sets of expansions we see that a closed chain of cyclic permuta­
tions comprises the variables x^, and x\^  x^ . x\ so that the function is 
partially symmetric with respect to these variables. To write tfie form of the
tnnction, tho function Mhould be ontored on a matrix and approjiriate ooluiniis 
Hhould be double negated. By sueh o])erations, the function may be written as
‘^ 3^o(*2’  ^ 1 ’ ’*^ o) •*' I' ■*'()) d +  -*^o) ■■■ (*^ *^ )
or .r'aiVaCr'a. x/^ ) r'„) .r'„) ... (;i4)
The function is also partially symmetric with resjxK't to the subsets of variables 
of the sets (x.^ , a'p a„) and {x\, a',,)
D t  S (J IT S 8 1 O N S
in this paper a. method has been suggested for the detection of invariancio and 
recognition of the symmetries (both total and partial) of switching functions liaving 
variables of syiiinietry vhich may be cither all primed, all unpnmed or of mixed 
nature. The method of iletoction ol total or partial Hymmetries of swibching 
functions suggested in this paper by the extension of tlie principle of the residue 
test readily gives all tho alternative, representations of symmetries of functions 
(total or partial) with their corresp mdmg u-nuinbers. Tmportance of detection 
of total or partial symmetnos of switchmg functions arises principally ol the fact 
that they lead to relay contact networks oi electronic circuits which are more 
economical of elements (diofles, relay contacts, etc.). Hence tlie knowledge of all 
those alternative forms of ropresentations of symmetries is considered very im­
portant from the .actual circuit synthesis point of view dhe circuit synthesized 
from one of these forms may be more desirable than the others from design consi­
derations Hence when all the forms of representations of symmetries arc known, 
an easy comparison amongst them for economy and simplicity of design can be 
made. Further, since the diflbrent representations of symmetries arc associated 
with different priming opeiations of tlui variables of the functions, all tho different 
circuits may also bo easily obtained if reipiired, from any one, by appropriately 
complementing the input variables, when one of them is knoAvn.
Lastly, the method is not only exhaustive but also simple and straightforward 
at the same time.
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